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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, the communication based protection schem

e for a conventional radial system and also for the DG co

nnected loop system. The proposed protection scheme ad

opts an intelligent agent technology assuming a peer to p

eer communication among protection IEDs or protection 

agents. Each protection agent exchanges information rel

ated to a fault and performs its primary protection and b

ackup protection in case of a fault and eliminates various

problematic issues related to the DG introduction into a c

urrent distribution system. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
In a traditional radial power distribution system, power fl
ows from a substation down to loads connected to the fee
der. In this radial feeder, a fault current similarly flows in 
one direction. Thus protection of such radial feeder is rela
tively simple and an overcurrent protection scheme has be
en most widely used owing to its economy and simplicity.
With the recent development of Smart grid that assumes 
DGs connected to a distribution feeder, the conventional 
overcurrent protection scheme that assumes unidirectional
 fault current flow is facing many difficult protection prob
lems [1,2] due to bidirectional fault current flow. Further, 
the issues related to DGs include different short circuit cu
rrent behavior depending on the DG type like SCIG, DFI
G, Full Converter type, which adds more difficulty in prot
ection.  Recent development of communication technolog
y has opened a new era in a protection technology. As has
 been observed in IEC 61850 which is an international sta
ndard for a substation automation (SA). In this IEC61850 
based SA, protection is performed by sampled values (SV
) and GOOSE communication. The communication based
 protection is expected to find its wider applications in dis
tribution systems due to its less strict requirements on reli
ability and security compared to the transmission systems.
  
In this paper, the communication based protection scheme
 for a conventional system and also for the DG connected 
system. The proposed protection scheme adopts an intelli
gent agent technology assuming a peer to peer communic
ation among protection IEDs or protection agents. Each p
rotection agent exchanges information related to a fault an
d performs its primary protection and backup protection f
unction in case of a fault and eliminates various problema
tic issues related to the DG introduction into a distribution

 system.  
 

COMMUNICATION BASED PROTECTION  S

CHEME FOR RADIAL DISTRIBUTION SYST

EMS 

 

Intelligent protection agent 

In this study, a protection IED becomes an intelligent age

nt with P2P (peer to peer) communication ability and mor

e intelligent functions added. This protection IED agent c

ould make an accurate decision on identifying a fault and 

issuing a trip command to associated breakers for the pri

mary protection function and upon recognizing a breaker 

failure event, it sends a trip command to its neighboring p

rotection IED for a fast backup operation, that is expected

 to greatly enhance the backup operation speed than the c

onventional protection scheme. Each agent also will keep 

monitoring the system operating conditions and adjust its 

operating parameters autonomously, keeping the protectio

n capability level at the optimum. 

In this paper, an agent based protection scheme for conve

ntional radial (or open loop) system and closed loop syste

m is proposed. 

Agent based protection for a radial system 

 Fig. 1 shows a protection logic which is supposed to be e

mbedded in each protection agent in a radial distribution f

eeder. Once recognizing a high fault current, it is suppose

d to send its fault detection information which is used as a

 block signal (BL) to its backward neighboring agent and 

receive a blocking signal (BL) from its forward neighbori

ng agent. By combining its own fault detection informatio

n (FDs) and received BL information from its forward re

mote agent, it makes a trip decision for its associated circ

uit breaker.  
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TT to Back
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Fig. 1 Protection logic for radial system 
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Let's consider an example system in Fig. 2. With this logi

c embedded in the protection agent, for a fault between tw

o protection agents R2 and R3, Agents R2 CB1, R1, R2 d

etect a high fault current but R3 does not. So R1 sends BL

 to its backward agent CB1, and R2 sends BL to R1. How

ever agent R3 does not see a fault current and does not se

nd BL to R2. Then CB1 although it sees a fault, since it re

ceives BL from its forward agent, it does not issue a trip c

ommand. Similarly R1 does not issue a trip since its forw

ard agent reports that it sees a fault also. In case of R2, w

hich does not receive BL from its forward remote agent, it

 recognizes that the fault is within its protection range and

 issues a trip command to its associated circuit breaker. R

3 does not do anything since it does not see a fault.  

 

CB1 R1 R2 R3
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Blocking Signal
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1

1

1

Trip

1

1

              Fig.2  Agent based protection for a radial system 

 

Breaker-failure protection 

 

Once issuing a trip command to a circuit breaker, the prot

ection agent keeps monitoring a fault current. If the fault c

urrent does not disappear within a certain time, it issues a 

breaker failure and sends BF signal to its backward agent 

(transfer trip or TT). Then the backward agent that receiv

es BF signal, is forced to issue a trip command to its circu

it breaker. This is expressed in the logic in Fig. 3.  

 

TOC(L,R)>TS

TT to BackBF

Trip
Command(L,R)

 

Fig. 3 Breaker failure logic 

 

In Fig.4, for the same fault as the previous case, suppose t

hat a breaker associated with R2 does not open for a certa

in time although R2 issued a trip command, then recogniz

ing this situation R2 agent will issue a trip command (TT)

 to its back, and R1 will trip the circuit. 
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Fig. 4 Breaker failure example in a radial system 

 

 Agent-based protection for closed loop systems 

 

While the conventional distribution system has been oper

ated in an open loop resulting in a radial system, a closed 

loop system recently begins to come into operation for its 

high service reliability. DG connected to a radial distribut

ion system yields a closed loop system as well. In each ca

se a fault current is fed from both ends. In the former case

, two strong sources exist at both ends providing a high sh

ort circuit current from both ends, which results in easy fa

ult detection but a directional element is required for prot

ection. In the latter case the grid side feeds a high short ci

rcuit current while the other end with DG may give a smal

l fault current. The fault current from DG may be too sma

ll and too short in its duration to be detected by a conventi

onal overcurrent relay raising potential problems in protec

tion. In the system where a large capacity wind turbine wi

th SCIG or DFIG type provide a fault current high enough

 and can be considered as a closed loop system with two s

trong sources at both ends. The protection logic for each c

ase proposed in this study is described below. 

 

Closed loop system with strong sources  

 

A protection agent in the system now has a directional fun

ction that determines a direction of a current in addition t

o the overcurrent detection function. So the fault detectio

n is performed in both directions (FDR, FDL).  

Figure 5 shows the protection logic for the case with two 

strong sources. Note that the protection logic has two trip 

decision logics: one for each direction. Each trip decision 

is same as the one in the radial system.   
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Fig.5 Protection logic for CLS with strong-strong sources 

 

A trip is issued either a fault is detected in its protection z

one or breaker failure is informed from its forward adjace

nt agent.  A protection agent also sends a trip signal (TT) 

to its backward adjacent agent if a breaker failure is detec

ted.  

Let’s take an example in Fig.6.  
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Fig. 6 Protection example of closed loop system with stro

ng and strong sources 

 

For a fault in the figure, R1 detects a fault current to its ri

ght direction (FDR) and R2 detects a fault current to its lef

t direction (FDL) and both sends a blocking signal (R1: B

LR, R2: BLL) to its backward agents CB1 and R3 respecti

vely whose trip is blocked as a result. R1 and R2 do not r

eceive a blocking signal from their forward agents and bot

h trip to separate the fault from the circuit.  

 

Closed loop system with strong and weak sources 

 

From a strong source like a grid side source or a large cap

acity DG, a fault current is high enough to be detected by 

a protection agent.  However a fault current from a weak s

ource like a small capacity DG or DG with full converter 

connection can be hardly detected by an overcurrent base

d detection method due its small magnitude and/or a short

duration. In this case, one that sees a fault and trip its circ

uit breaker is required to send a trip command to its remot

e agent which upon receiving this signal is supposed to tri

p its circuit. This transfer trip logic is added to the one for

two strong sources case as can be seen in Fig.7.  
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Fig. 7 Protection logic for closed loop system with strong 

and weak sources 

 

In case a breaker failure happens, a trip command is sent t

o its backward agent (BF) and one that receives this trip c

ommand is supposed to trip its breaker.  

Let’s take an example. Consider a system in Fig. 8.  
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Fig. 8 Protection example of closed loop system with stro

ng and weak sources 

 

Based on the trip logic same as before, R1 will trip its bre

aker and at the same time it will send a trip command to R

2. But R2 which should trip, since it can’t detect a fault d

ue to a small fault current from DG, does not trip. Receivi

ng a trip command from R1 finally will trip its breaker, su

ccessfully completing fault isolation.   

 

COLCLUSIONS 

 

More and more distributed generations are coming into di

stribution and causing troubles in protection. This paper p
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roposes agent based protection that can eliminate troubles

 related to the protection. The proposed agent has protecti

on logic that determines trip to handle a fault. The protect

ion logic has been developed for not a conventional radial

 system and closed loop system. In a closed loop system, t

wo cases have been dealt with: one with two strong sourc

es and the other with one strong source and one weak sour

ce. The proposed scheme has been described with exampl

es.  

The proposed agent scheme not only eliminates troubles r

elated to the current protection practices but also could op

en new applications in system operation and control in a f

uture. 
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